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2.1 Materials
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2.2 Methods
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Table 1. Procedure for discerning reaction mechanism: stirred cell
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2.3 Theory of extraction accompanied by a
chemical reaction
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Figure 2. Physical equilibria for extraction of lactic acid with decanol.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Extraction equilibria
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Figure 3. Chemical equilibrium isotherms for reactive extraction of lactic
acid with various concentrations of Alamine 336 in decanol.
Table 2. Distribution coefficient for lactic acid extraction
with various concentrations of Alamine 336 in decanol
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Figure 4. Equilibrium relationships (Distribution coefficients) for reactive
extraction of low concentrations of lactic acid with various concentrations of
Alamine 336 in decanol.
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Figure 7. Plot of z/(2z) versus [HL]2aq for the estimation of (2:1) lactic acid
– Alamine 336 equilibrium complexation constant in decanol.
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Figure 8. Plot of z/(3z) versus [HL]3aq for the estimation of (3:1) lactic acid
– Alamine 336 equilibrium complexation constant in decanol.
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Table 3. Concentration range of lactic acid in the aqueous phase at which
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Figure 9. Effect of speed of agitation on physical mass transfer coefficient
for the extraction of lactic acid with decanol (initial lactic acid concentration
= 0.76kmol m3).
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Figure 10. Effect of speed of agitation on specific rate of extraction of lactic
acid with Alamine 336 in decanol (initial lactic acid concentration =
0.65kmol m3; Alamine concentration in organic phase=0.41kmol m3).
&8<
Figure 13. Effect of initial Alamine 336 concentration on specific rate of
extraction of lactic acid with Alamine 336 in decanol (initial lactic acid
concentration =0.54kmol m3; speed of agitation =1.07rev s1).
Figure 11. Effect of phase ratio on the specific rate of extraction of lactic
acid with Alamine 336 in decanol (initial lactic acid concentration
=0.53kmol m3; Alamine concentration in organic phase=0.41kmol m3;
speed of agitation =1.07rev s1).
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Figure 12. Effect of initial lactic acid concentration on specific rate of
extraction of lactic acid with Alamine 336 in decanol (Alamine concentration
in organic phase=0.41kmol m3; speed of agitation =1.07rev s1).
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